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Help Restore Balance to Free Expression
Litigation with Anti-SLAPP Statutes
Charles D. Tobin
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concerned the plaintiff, and
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All discovery is stayed pending
resolution of the special motion,
unless the plaintiff can show targeted discovery on the special
motion is necessary. The judge
may order the plaintiff to pay
for the discovery proceedings.
If the plaintiff cannot meet its
burden, the court must dismiss
the case with prejudice.
Some statutes also provide for
mandatory fee awards to the prevailing defendant. Others provide
for a discretionary fee award.
Some statutes permit interlocutory appeal when the court
denies an anti-SLAPP statute.

Anti-SLAPP statutes in certain
states, such as Florida2 and Georgia,3 are not terribly helpful to media
clients. Their legislatures or courts
have limited the laws to narrow settings, such as citizens sued for their
comments at public meetings. The
laws in these states, and some others,
need to be revisited and broadened.
Moreover, federal courts seem split
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on whether the statutes conflict with
the Federal Rules and therefore don’t
apply in federal cases.4
But other, new statutes, such as the
laws passed last year in Texas5 and the
District of Columbia,6 already have
met with success in state courts.7 And
a large coalition of groups is supporting a bill in the U.S. Congress to
enact a federal anti-SLAPP bill.8
The Forum on Communications
Law—along with two other ABA
components that focus on these
issues, the Media, Privacy, and Defamation Law Committee of the Torts
Trial & Insurance Practice Section
and the Section of Litigation’s First
Amendment & Media Litigation
Committee—have asked the ABA’s
House of Delegates to adopt a resolution supportive of efforts to enact
and strengthen anti-SLAPP laws
around the country. The proposal is
reprinted below.
The House of Delegates will meet
in August in Chicago. Please identify the delegates you know as soon
as possible and urge them to support
the resolution actively. It’s a colossally important issue for everyone who
reads this newsletter and for the dedicated newspeople we admire and serve.

Anti-SLAPP statutes, and the special motions brought under them, are
helping the First Amendment live up
to its promise and potential. They
bring balance back into litigation over
journalism on issues of public importance. And they sure make difficult
conversations with unhappy clients a
lot more hopeful.
***
PROPOSED RESOLUTION
RESOLVED, That the American
Bar Association urges federal and
state governments to enact legislation
and support efforts to get legislation
passed to protect the First Amendment rights of all citizens from
lawsuits designed to chill their ability
to communicate with their government or speak out on issues of public
interest.
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